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NLF has already digitised a lot of stuff…
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The Fragmenta membranea collection
• http://fragmenta.kansalliskirjasto.fi/
• 9319 parchment leaves
• 220 000 downloads in 2017
• Public domain
• APIs: OAI-PMH & OpenSearch
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Fenno-Ugrica
• http://fennougrica.kansalliskirjasto.fi/
• 23 000 documents 
• 1500 monographs and 110 newspaper and journal titles 
• in 20 Uralic languages
• 265 000 downloads in 2017
• Public domain based on due diligence agreement
• APIs: OAI-PMH & OpenSearch
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Doria collection
• http://www.doria.fi/
• 30 000 digitized documents incl. books, 
maps, ephemera, manuscripts, board games, music
• 1.3 million downloads in 2017
• Mostly public domain
• APIs: OAI-PMH & OpenSearch
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Newspapers and Journals
• Digitised collection of Newspapers and journals until 1920.
• 2.1 M pages
• APIs: OAI-PMH, also data dump downloads
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Metadata: Fennica, The National Bibliography
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.. But what to do with this all?
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Collaborations with researchers
 COMHIS, DIGITALIA, HELDIG, The Language Bank of 
Finland
 Providing datapackages
 Cultivating raw data
 Digitation of collections
 Finnish classics, History of books, Dissertations of the Royal 
Academy of Finland
 seeking funding together
 researchers heavily involved in selecting the material
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Articulating the Goals
 Better visibilty with better acces and documentation to the
data
 Own data catalog for NLF
 Submitting information to international data hubs
 Improving machine readability
 Formal policies and guidelines
 The Digitisation Policy (2010)
 Collection development policy includes data approaches since 
2017
 Digital Humanities policy (2016)
 Open Access Policy (2011)
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DATA CATALOG - http://data.nationallibrary.fi/
 Access to data sets
 Fulltext
 Metadata
 Vocabularies
 Documantation of APIs
 Linked Data
 OAI-PMH
 OpenSearch
 OpenURL
 REST
 Z39.50 and SRU
 Data dumps TBA 
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FENNICA as Open Linked Data
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Thanks!
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